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On minimal dynamical systems on Boolean algebras 
BOHUSLAV BALCAR AND ALEXANDER BLASZCZYK 
Dedicated to the memory of Zdenek Frolfk 
Abstract. Let B be an infinite complete Boolean algebra which admits a countable family H 
of automorphisms such that the dynamical system (B, H) is minimal. Then B is isomorphic 
to the completion of the free Boolean algebra of size ir(B). 
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Let B be a Boolean algebra (BA for short) and H a group of automorphisms of 
B. The pair (B,H) is called a minimal dynamical system provided that for every 
u € B + there exist hi,..., hn £ H such that h\(u) V • • • V hn(u) = 1. By the Stone 
duality, this means that the Stone space of B together with homeomorphisms dual 
to elements of H forms a minimal system in the sense of topological dynamics. For 
the notions concerning topological, dynamics see [1] or [2]. 
Note that if B is an arbitrary BA and H is a group of automorphisms of B, then 
for every ideal I C B which is maximal with respect to the property 
(*) h[I\ C I for every h £ IT, 
the quotient Boolean algebra B \ I together with the group of induced automor-
phisms forms a minimal dynamical system. Indeed, if u E B — I then there exist 
hi,.. •, hn € H such that 
M«)v-viin(u)e/
c 
since I is maximal with respect to the condition (*). 
A subalgebra A of J? is called regular if every subset of A which has the supremum 
in A has also the supremum in B and they coincide (see e.g. [3]). If B is complete, 
then A is a complete subalgebra of B if it is complete and regular. Dual version of 
the lemma below is known in topological dynamics (see e.g. [5]). 
Lemma 1. Assume H is a group of automorphisms of a BA B and (B, If) is a 
minimal dynamical system. If A is a subalgebra of B such that h[A] == A for any 
h G H, then A is a regular subalgebra of B. 
PROOF : It suffices to show that for every X C A such that s u p ^ K = 1, also 
s u p B X = 1. Suppose that there exists some u € -B
+ such that u A x = 0 for 
all x € X. By the minimality of ( £ , # ) , there exist A lT l...,An £ H such that 
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hi(u) V • • • V hn(u) = 1. Clearly hi(u) A h{(x) = 0 for every x £ X and i < n. Thus 
for arbitrary x i , . . . , xn £ X we get 
0 = (ht(u) A hi(xi)) V ..- V (hn(u) A hn(xn)) > 
> (hi(u) V . . . V hn(u)) A hi(xi) A •-. A hn(zn) = 
= 1 A hi(xi) A • • • A hn(xn) = hi(xx) A • • • A hn(-5n). 
Every element h £ H is an automorphism of A, so supy4{h(a:) : x £ X} = I. Thus 
there exist xt,..., xn £ X such that hi(xi) A • • • A hn(xn) ^ 0; we get contradiction. 
• 
As usual 7r(B) stands for the density of a BA B, i.e. 7r(B) is the minimal cardi-
nality of a dense (in the sense of order) subset of B + . The well known Vladimirov 
lemma says that if C is a complete subalgebra of a complete BA B such that 
7r(C) < 7r(B f u) for every u £ B + , then there exists x £ B with the property 
that uAx^Q^u— x for every u £ C+. The next lemma is a consequence of the 
Vladimirov Lemma. In the sequel < X > will denote the subalgebra of B generated 
by X C B . 
Lemma 2. Assume C is a complete subalgebra of a complete BA B such that 
7r(C) < 7r(B [ u) for every u £ B + . Then for every w £ B — C there exists x £ B 
such that w £< C U {x} > and for every u £ C+, u Ax ^0 ^ u — x. 
PROOF : For every w £ B — C define: 
w = inf {c £ C : w < c} 
w = sup{c £ C : c < w}. 
Clearly, w1w£C and w < w < w. Take z = wV —w. If z = 0 it suffices to set 
x = w. Otherwise, by the Vladimirov Lemma, there exists 0 < y < z with the 
property that for any a £ C such that a A z ^ O , o A y ^ O ^ a - y . It is easy to 
check that for x = y V (w A -iti) there is true for all it € C+ that uAx ^0 ^u-x. 
Clearly, w £< C U {x} > since w = t£ V (x A w). m 
L e m m a 3 . If (B,H) is an infinite minimal dynamical system, then for every u £ 
B + , 7r(B) = 7r(B \ u). 
PROOF : Clearly, 7r(B \ u) < n(B). By the minimality of ( B , B ) , there exist 
hi,..., hn £ H with hi (it) V • • • V hn(u) = 1. Since every hi is and automorphism, 
TT(B [ hi(u)) = 7r(B \ u). This completes the proof. 
• 
A subset X of a B A B is called independent if for every two disjoint finite subsets 
{ £ i , . . . , £ n } and { y i , . . . , y m } o f X, a?i A - - - A x n A - y i A - - A - y r o / 0. We call an 
element x £ B independent w.r.t. C, where C C B, if cAa: ^ 0 ^- cA— x for all c € C. 
Clearly, if a complete Boolean algebra B contains a dense subalgebra generated by 
an infinite independent subset of B, then B is isomorphic to the completion of the 
free Boolean algebra of the power equal to the power of the independent set. 
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Theorem 1. Let (B,H) be a minimal dynamical system, where B is an infinite 
BA and H is a countable group of automorphisms. Then the completion of B is 
isomorphic to the completion of the free BA of power n(B). 
P R O O F : Since (B, H) is minimal, B has to be atomless. Thus, we can assume 
that 7r(B) = K > u;, because every atomless countable BA has free set of generators. 
We can also assume that B is complete since the completion of B together with 
the group of automorphisms induced by H forms a minimal dynamical system. 
Fix a dense subset {ua : a < K} C B. We shall construct an increasing chain 
{Xa : a < K} of independent subsets of B and an increasing chain {Ca : a < K} of 
the following properties: 
(1) X 0 = O a n d C o = {0 , l} , 
(2) Xa c Ca and < Xa > is dense in Ca for a < K, 
(3) | K a | < H + w f o r a l l a < / c , 
(4) ua £ Ca for all a < «, 
(5) h[Ca] = Ca for all h £ H and all a < K. 
Assume Xp and C$ are defined for all /? < a, where a < K is fixed. Then X = 
\J{Xp : /? < a} is an independent set and < X > is a dense subalgebra of the BA 
C = (J{Cp : f$ < a}. By the condition (5) and Lemma 1, C is a regular subalgebra of 
B. By the Sikovski's Extension Theorem there exists a homomorphism g : C —> B, 
where C is the completion of C, extending the embedding of C into B. Clearly, g 
has to be a monomorphism because C is dense in C. Since C is regular subalgebra 
of B , C has this property too. This can be argued using again the density of C in 
C. Thus we can assume that C is a complete subalgebra of B. Clearly, h[C] = C 
for all h £ H since h[C] = C for all h £ H. Now, if ua £ C, we can set Xa = X 
and Cft = C. So, assume that ua $ C. Since < X > is dense in C, by the condition 
(3) we have 7r(C) < K. Thus, by Lemma 3 and Lemma 2, there exists w £ B such 
that ua £< C U {w} > and w is independent w.r.t. C. Clearly, < C U {w} > is a 
regular subalgebra of B . 
It remains to take care on the validity of (5). To this end, let {hn : n £ u} be an 
enumeration of H. By induction we define an increasing sequence {Fn : n < w} of 
finite independent subsets of B such that: 
(a) F0 = M , 
(b) for every n < u; and every x £ F„, x is independent w.r.t. C, 
(c) for every n < u; and every K < 2n + 1, h*(F2n) C < C U F2n+i >> 
(d) for every n < u> and every K < 2n + 2, h^ 1(F2 n+i) C < C U F2n+2 >• 
Such a construction is possible since at every induction step one can apply Lemma 
2 finitely many times. Now one can set Xa = X U [){Fn : n < w}. The algebra Ca 
is defined to be the completion of the BA C = < C U U{Fn : n < w} >. By the 
construction, hk[6] = C for every K < w. By the condition (a), ua £ C. Since Fn's 
forms the increasing sequence of independent sets, Xa is independent and < Xa > 
is dense in C. Arguing as above one can see that Ca is a regular subalgebra of B. 
It is easy to see that both Xa and Ca satisfy conditions (l)-(5). 
Now assume that Xas and Ca*s are already constructed for all a < K. Then 
X = (J{Xo : a < «} is an independent subset of B and, by the conditions (4) an 
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(2), the completion of < X > is isomorphic to B. The proof is complete. 
• 
Remark. If B is a homogeneous Boolean algebra and H is the set of all automor-
phisms of B , then (B , H) is a minimal system. So, the assumption in Theorem 1 
concerning the power of H is essential. 
Remind that the Gleason space of a compact space X is the Stone space of 
Boolean algebra of all regular open subsets of X. 
Theorem 2. Let f be a one-to-one mapping of u> into itself which has at most 
finitely many finite orbits. Then every closed non-empty subset of pw —w which is 
minimal invariant with respect to the extension /3f of f over f$w is homeomorphic 
to the Gleason space of {0,1}C. 
PROOF : Denote by F the closed minimal invariant subset of ftw. F is clearly 
separable by the minimality and F C j3w — w. Since fiw — w is an F-space, F is 
extremally disconnected. Equivalently, the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of F 
is complete. By Theorem 1, F is homeomorphic to the Gleason space of {0,1}" for 
some AC. 
It remains to show that K = 2™. Clearly, K <2W since F is separable. We shall 
use a familiar Kronecker dynamical system. Let X = J[{Ti *•l € I}> where |I | = 2W 
and for every i G I Ti is the circle. Define a mapping g : X —• X as a product of 
rotations, i.e. g = YL{9* : * € I}> where gi is a rotation of Tt- by an angle r» such 
that the family {rj : i £ 1} is independent over the set of rationals. If is well-known 
that (X,g) is a minimal dynamical system, moreover irw(X) = 2". 
In order to show that « > 2W we need to find a homomorphism from (F, pf \ F) 
onto (X, g). Without loss of generality one can assume that for every n € t*>, the 
orbit 0(n) = {fk(n) :k€l} is infinite. 
Pick {zi : t € J} C a) in such a way that \J{0(zi) : i € J} = u;, O(zi) D O(ZJ) = 0 
for t ^ j . Next, choose points Xi for t € J in X with disjoint orbits in (Xyg) and 
define <p : w -H• X by 
*/*(-.))«**(«.) 
for every t € J, k € 2. Notice that (p o / = g o (p holds immediately from the 
definition. 
Clearly the Cech-Stone extension flip maps flu onto X by the minimality of X. 
The restriction fltp \ F maps F onto X as well, which is again a consequence of the 
minimality of (K, g). Since we have fitp o fif = g o flip, we have found the desired 
homomorphism of dynamical systems. 
Finally, let us show that ww(F) > nw(X) = 2W. If is enough to prove that 0<p[U] 
has a non-empty interior whenever U is non-empty open in F. Since (F, j3f \ F) is 
minimal, there is an m € a? such that 
UU0f[U]U'-UPfm[U]~F 
We obtain: 
X = folF] m Pip[U] U / W / [ t t ) l U • • • 
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up9[pr[V]] = 
= fo[U] U g[MU]] U • • • U gm[P<e[U]l 
So /3<p[U] cannot be nowhere dense. • 
Corollary. Consider the shift a on the set Z of integers, where cr(ri) = n + 1. 
The extension 0a over ftZ defines a compact dynamical system (/#Z, /3<r). Then the 
phase space of every minimal dynamical subsystem o/(/?Z,,#<7) is homeomorphic to 
the Gleason space of {0,1}C. 
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